Wednesday morning, March 2, 2022
Hebrews 12:26-29 TPT
I see a chess board - a multi-tiered chess board with
pieces strategically placed on each level.
I heard Holy Spirit say:
“Watch as I swiftly move the players on the global arena
out of their high places of wreaking havoc throughout
the rest of the nations of the world.
Suddenly, you will see top tier players plummet to the
lowest tier of rule among the nations; no longer ruling
but being ruled by those that I elevate in the days
ahead.
Watch and pray for My timing and purposes to be fully manifested. It is a time of
DIVINE SHIFT.
The proud shall tumble and the humble shall be exalted.
The wicked shall be exposed and the righteous revealed.
The tyrannical despots judged and the compassionate servants celebrated.
Watch carefully. Listen intently, not to the clamor of voices but to My still small voice.
Many are presuming to know what I have not yet revealed.
Trust Me. Wait patiently for the revealing of what I am doing. Even as Master Chess
Champions are careful to not reveal their ultimate strategies ahead of time, so am I.
I am The Master Strategist and say it is not yet time for the “tipping of the hand.”
Watch. Wait. Trust. And agree with what I have said, “Everything that can be shaken is
being shaken” — in the governmental systems of the world and in the religious
systems of the world; and what shall remain shall be of My Kingdom.
Don’t grow impatient or weary. Guard against fear and dismay. Be careful to not enter
into presumption or grow weary in well-doing for in due season you shall see that
which I have determined to do. I shall ful ll every purpose that I have established and
all will know that I alone have done this marvelous thing.
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